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Through exquisite poetry and bittersweet memories, Kahlil Gibran transports us back to turn-of-
the-twentieth-century Beirut. Aged eighteen, he falls deeply in love with Selma, the only
daughter of family friend and hugely respected local businessman, Farris Karamy. However,
Selma soon becomes betrothed to Mansour Bey Galib, the nephew of the powerful Bishop
Bulos Galib, who has one eye on the Karamy family fortune. Gibran and Selma must fight to
reconcile their love for one another, whilst navigating the rules, traditions and expectations that
their society lays before them. The events of 'The Broken Wings' highlight key issues of the time,
yet the themes and debates raised remain increasingly relevant today, over a century later; the
fight for gender equality, the freedom to love who we love, tradition versus modernity, wealth
versus happiness, immigration and the significance of 'home'.This moving autobiographical
account of Kahlil Gibran's first love is now presented in a new adaptation by Nadim Naaman; co-
composer and book-writer of 'Broken Wings', the critically acclaimed stage version of this
timeless and poetic novel, which premiered in London's West End in 2018 and has since toured
The Middle East.



The Broken Wingsby Kahlil GibranAdapted byNadim NaamanOriginal Translation byAnthony R.
FerrisContentsForeword1. Prologue2. Silent Sorrow3. The Hand of Destiny4. Entrance To The
Shrine5. The White Torch6. The Tempest7. The Lake Of Fire8. Before The Throne Of Death9.
Between Christ And Ishtar10. The Sacrifice11. The RescuerThe Broken Wings by Kahlil
Gibranis a Public Domain NovelOriginally Translated into Englishby Anthony R. FerrisThis
Edition is Published by Nadim Naaman© Nadim Naaman 2021ForewordORIGINS OF A
PROPHETby Nadim NaamanThe year is 1895. A Middle Eastern immigrant crosses The Atlantic
for the first time, with his mother and siblings, unable to speak a word of English. He is twelve
years old. He settles in Boston and quickly learns English, alongside other immigrant children.
His education soon reveals a passion for language and literature. He returns to his homeland to
complete his studies, then returns to America, and grows into a passionate artist and writer.He is
dismissed by the Church, as his writings do not adhere to the teachings of any one particular
faith. He is, for decades, ignored by critics and contemporaries, as his style doesn’t belong to
any particular movement or fashion. Yet, a century later, his words are quoted and shared by
millions on a daily basis.His views on love, marriage, children, joy, pain, death and loss are
declaimed at weddings, parties and funerals across the world. His words hang on the walls of
homes. They sit on bedside tables. His views transcend nationality, politics, background and
belief, read and spoken by all faiths and all ages. He is a holy man, but does not dedicate his life
to one particular organisation of religion. Instead, he takes the best of all faiths, championing
humanity, tolerance and love above all else. Decades ahead of his time, he is an outspoken
advocate of equal rights and feminism.To date he has sold ten million books in North America
alone. He is currently the third best-selling poet of all time; meaning a Middle Eastern, feminist
immigrant has outsold Whitman, Angelou, Byron, Dickinson and Poe in North America. He
elected to keep the American spelling of his name, Kahlil, and published his best-selling works
in English intentionally, so that his words might travel the world and cross cultural borders as he
himself did. He broke so many moulds. He captured so many hearts and minds.Gibran Khalil
Gibran described his first novel, The Broken Wings, as ‘a spiritual biography’. It is a story laden
with personal discovery, and the romance, morality, political thought and philosophy that go on
to become trademarks of his work. As a Lebanese Brit, raised in London in a family traversing
two powerful cultures, I grew up with an affinity for Gibran and all that he stood for. To ask deeply
meaningful, yet simple questions of our society and culture; to challenge the notion that
something being familiar does not equate to something being correct or ideal.As a Theatre-
maker, based in London, I could not believe my luck that The Broken Wings had never
previously been adapted for the stage. Along with my co-writer, Dana Al Fardan, and our
Producer Ali Matar, I have been deeply immersed in the world of this succinct but rich novel for
over four years. Our aim was twofold: firstly, to introduce a new audience to the timeless and
increasingly profound views of Gibran himself, and secondly, to give The Middle East its own



piece of Theatre, showcasing its authentic and thought-provoking heritage in an industry that
has predominantly focused on American and European tales.To the team behind the stage
adaptation, The Broken Wings has always felt like a beginning, or origin story; a series of events
and emotional discoveries that would define the transition of Gibran from boy to man.
Experiences which cement his moral code, and ignite an inextinguishable spark for truth and
compassion within him, ultimately culminating in his masterpiece, The Prophet. In The Broken
Wings, musicality leaps off the page. Here is a deeply moving story; soaringly romantic, yet
cutting and to the point; asking serious questions of what millions of humans have defined as
‘normal’. It is written in short chapters, like scenes, and within each one can be found thought-
provoking passages of the most lyrical poetry, which cried out for music. It lends itself perfectly
to the stage. And yet, four years on, with the show well and truly on a journey of its own, I find
myself returning to the source material of the original novel.Following two years of development,
workshops in London’s West End and the release of a Concept Album, Broken Wings premiered
with a sold-out run at London’s prestigious Theatre Royal Haymarket, in August 2018. It was
Directed by Bronagh Lagan, with Orchestrations and Arrangements by Joe Davison. Standing
ovations and critical acclaim ensued, and it became clear that dreams of taking Broken Wings to
The Middle East were very much within our grasp.
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cammi, “Love All Gibran Khalil’s works. Wonderful story of Gibran Khalil early life. So emotional!”

Darlene M. Cook, “A great and emotional read. This book was very inspirational to me. The story
brings to life the meaning and understanding of love in its many forms. What some will do or not
do for genuine love for another person”

ου τοπος, “Mellifluous, ornate-but simplex, heartfelt writing that describes innate .... Mellifluous,
ornate-but simplex, heartfelt writing that describes innate reflection; heart-tears
provocative;~~~tastes of truth remembered, when the colour has faded and the vessel is
gone..."”

AJ, Author of Gain the Unfair Advantage,, “out of suffering have emerged the strongest souls. If
you love somebody, let them go, for if they return, they were always yours. And if they don't, they
never were. Gibran”

Ruth Bradley, “Five Stars. I have always enjoyed reading Kahlil Gibran and this "The Broken
Wings " was very good.”

Alimoon Mohamed, “Five Stars. good”

Torrie, “Five Stars. condition was exactly as described”

J. Sheffield, “The Broken Wings by Nadim Naaman so inspiring & moving.. Once again Nadim
Naaman gets it completely right with his Kindle Book 'The Broken Wings', his words are so
inspiring and moving, this follows on from Nadim's amazing musical 'Broken Wings' if you have
not music from this musical, I encourage you to check it out, and see what genuine talent Nadim
truly has, it's been a gift to follow his career and the genuine talented vocal he has.”

ink, “Arived on time. Half way through the book, do not know what the ending is yet. A lovely
Read.”

Ebook Library Reader, “great stuff. Inspiring and thought provoking”

The book by Kahlil Gibran has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 197 people have provided feedback.
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